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My god, the irony.
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Feminist Amy Schumer was also widely lauded by feminists for her speech.
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Unless you believe drunk women can't consent, then this is simply avoiding a false rape accusation
by a drunk woman.
If you believe drunk people can't give consent then I point you to Amy Schumer, feminist who gave a
much lauded speech in which she detailed having sex with a man so drunk he was passing in and out
of consciousness.
http://thoughtcatalog.com/anon... (http://thoughtcatalog.com/anonymous/2014/05/wait-a-second-
did-amy-schumer-rape-a-guy/)
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What? How did I get involved in this?
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Yeah, it's pretty hard core, I'd stay out.
Cherish your innocence.
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I don't have to, because I'm not advancing the belief that women, on average, oppress men more
than men oppress women.
So, once again, let's see if you've based your belief on a rational appraisal or a unconscious
misogynist impulse.
What's your strongest argument _against_ women being oppressed by men more on average than
men being oppressed by women.
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If you've looked at the other side, what is the strongest argument against women being oppressed by
men on average more than men are oppressed by women?
Once again, what's the strongest argument, in your opinion, against your belief that women are
oppressed by men on average more than men are oppressed by women.
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It is becoming obvious that you, as a feminist, do not base your belief that men on average oppress
women on average on a rational analysis--which requires look at both sides of the argument both pro
and con.
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Jeeze, I guess I need to c+p more often! This is from the original:
Feminist Mary Koss scrubs male victims of rape by women from government statistics:
http://youtu.be/0ncjGFIFPJI (http://youtu.be/0ncjGFIFPJI)
From the very beginning I'm quite obviously referencing someone erasing victims from the statistics
_themselves_. Not two pence opinion articles.
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This is your counter argument to men on average oppressing women more than women oppress
men?
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You're going to have to help me out. I see zero misogyny.
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That's a reference to what Mary Koss did. Do try to keep up.
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Heh. Fair enough.
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I appreciate your honesty. I see that calling out feminists on their crypto-misandry is higher on your
list right now. I hope calling feminists out on their crypto-misogyny will one day be important to you as
well.
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I'm not talking to you.
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You know very well I'm talking about victims being counted in government statistics, not opinion
pieces on those government statistics.
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"MRA thinks that if it's women saying misogynistic and stupid things instead of men"
Such as?
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"outrageous and stupid things"
Such as?
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The victims are still there in the report last time I checked.
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You keep calling my opinions "shitty" and "wrong" and yet you don't have any interest in addressing
them.
That's a funny way to approach life. Usually when I see something I find "shitty" or "wrong" I try to
develop an argument to justify my position. Or if it can't be justified I spend a bit of time pondering
why I had that knee jerk reaction.
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Instead of this lovely little tangent on whether or not I'm doing it "for the praise" of acting like a
mannish non-damsel, why don't you address the actual criticism I offered of feminism to you
previously.
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Do these other forms of oppression change the fact that you believe men oppress women on average
more than women oppress men?
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How do you know that these men were referring to women who were too drunk to give consent?
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If you didn't hear her imply that Adele was taken out of context, then you may have been listening to a
censored version of the talk.
August isn't "erasing" female victims, he's offering his own analysis of statistics. If he were erasing
female victims he'd be in government advising them to define rape to exclude "rape by penetration"
thus the majority of female rape victims.
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It's not the best argument against the idea that men oppress women more than women oppress men.
That's because we're not talking about other forms of oppression aside from men oppressing women
more than women oppress men so oppression based on other factors are not relevant.
Again, what is your best argument against the idea that men oppress women, on average, more than
women oppress men. Without bringing in tangents about other forms of oppression that do not relate.
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That's not an argument against women being more oppressed by men then men are by women, on
average.
It's simply stating that race and class based oppression exists.
Try again. Although I have to confess at this point it's looking like you base your belief less on a
rational analysis and more on internalized misogyny.
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Again, what is your best counter-argument against that belief?
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Do you believe that men oppress women more than women oppress men, on average.
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There was no "radio broadcast" and yes she did say that.
What are you wanting me to comment on?
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Do you believe that drunk women can give consent, yes or no?
Why is it so hard for you to answer this simple question?
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